EDPlan
Optional Statewide
Electronic IEP Program
TM

In 2018, at the request of Idaho’s local education agencies (LEAs), the
state’s Department of Education requested proposals for an optional
statewide electronic option for Individualized Education Programs (IEPs)
to optimize the creation, submission, and transfer of special education
data. The electronic solution would simplify paperwork and save
educators time and effort. This project was awarded to Public Consulting
Group (PCG) who designed its EDPlan system to meet the needs of the
State of Idaho and its LEAs—helping to drive efficiency, compliance, and
student outcomes in special education.
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Who is using EDPlan?

Who benefits from EDPlan?
Students with Disabilities: EDPlan supports a whole-child-focused
process for IEP development that encourages comprehensive
analysis of students’ needs, so they can achieve success.
Special Education Staff: EDPlan provides a streamlined, guided
process that reduces the number of administrative tasks and
supports collaborative IEP management.

Why use EDPlan?
User-friendly and seamless | EDPlan’s intuitive design simplifies
document development and compliance, smoothly integrating
with existing student information systems and local data sources.
Reporting that works for you | Powerful, flexible reporting and
analytical tools help you to receive the answers you need to drive
system improvement.
Tools to help you go paperless | EDPlan offers a variety of costeffective paperless solutions designed to increase document
retention while reducing the cost and time spent managing paper.
Integrated translation capabilities | The new translation feature
gives you access to automatically translate IEPs and other
documents within the EDPlan system with the click of a button.
Reimbursement made simple | Our optional EasyTrac module
makes school-based Medicaid reimbursement easier and more
effective—to help you recover all applicable reimbursements.

Parents: EDPlan Connect allows parents to conveniently access
and sign their child’s documents online. EDPlan’s dynamic
language translation feature gives LEAs the opportunity to supply
parents with IEPs in their spoken languages—supporting access,
equity, and increased engagement.
Special Education Administrators: EDPlan provides
convenient access to compliance management and program
efficiency information.
Technology Staff: EDPlan does not require special hardware or
software. The system also updates automatically. This feature
eliminates the need for releases to be coordinated and managed.
LEAs and Idaho Taxpayers: Economies of scale from the state
contract mean significant cost savings for school districts,
charter schools, and taxpayers.

Questions?
Please contact:

Dave O’Leary
Associate Manager
doleary@pcgus.com
425-207-2520

